It is proved that the weakly compact continuous homomorphisms between algebras of A:-times continuously difFerentiable functions on Banach spaces are induced by constant mappings.
into the space ^(OE) of real-valued ./-homogeneous continuous polynomials on E.
(b) The compact-compact topology of order k , given by the seminorms:
Qdf) = sup{|/(x)|, \dif(x)(y)\ :x,yeL; 1 < j < k}, where L is allowed to range on the compact subsets of E. Both topologies coincide only when E is finite dimensional. When we say that an algebra homomorphism A: Ck(E) -* Ck(F) is continuous, we understand that both Ck(E) and Ck(F) are endowed with one of the natural topologies. In [3] it is proved that any nonzero continuous homomorphisms A as above is of the form Af := f o tp (f e Ck(E)), where q>: F -► E satisfies c/>o tp e Ck(F) for each ci e E* (and so, if dim(Ts) < oo, then tp e Ck(F)). For completeness, we sketch the proof. First, by standard arguments (see e.g. [2] ), it can be shown that, for any nonzero continuous homomorphism <P: Ck(E) -» R, there is a unique x e E such that &(f) = f(x) for every / e Ck(E). Now, let ôy: Ck(F) -> R be the evaluation map at y e F . Then Sy o A is a nonzero continuous homomorphism from Ck(E) to R, so there is a unique x e E such that Af(y) = ôy o Af = f(x) for every / e Ck(E). To finish the proof, it is enough to let tp: F -> E be the map taking y to x . For a wide class of Banach spaces E (including all the separable spaces and their duals), any algebra homomorphism A: Ck(E) -> Ck(F) is automatically continuous [3] .
Following [5] we say that a homomorphism A: Ck(E) -» Ck(F) is (weakly) compact if it maps bounded subsets of Ck(E) into relatively (weakly) compact subsets of Ck(F).
We first prove the result in the case E -F -R, and then derive the general case from it. and |x"+i -x"| < h < 1 for every n € N.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use For each n e N, we can find a function fn e Ck(R) supported by (xn , xn+x), with \\tf\U = I ■ Therefore, we have ||/f_j)|U < ^ (1 < j < k).
If y j = ip~x(x¡), for every /' e N, we then have: a<yx <---<y"<---<b, and fn° ip is supported by (yn , yn+\) (n e N).
The sequence (fn) is equivalent to the unit vector basis of Cq . Indeed, if (an) is a finite sequence of real numbers and || • || denotes the norm in the Banach space Ck[\p(a), y/(b)], then since (fn) have disjoint supports, we have:
The sequence (Bf") is also equivalent to the basis of Cq . Again, for every finite sequence (a") of real numbers, since (fn°w) have disjoint supports, we have:
V^anBfn
= ^a"/"o= sup {|53 <!"(/" o ^)ü)(í)| :0<j<k; a < t < b} = supsup{|a"| • \(f" o ip)U)(t)\ :0<j<k; y" < t < yn+x} n = sup \an\ • sup{|(/" o ip)u)(t)\ :0<j<k; a < t < b} CA(£) 4 c*(G) -i» Cm(C7) ^ Cm(7;'), where^i (/) = /°C (/eCfc(£)), U) = ^°í UGCm(C7)), and i is the identity map, which is known to be compact. So, A is compact too. An analogous remark can be made for k = m = oo. However, for k < m every continuous homomorphism from Ck(E) to Cm(F) is induced by a constant mapping F -» 7T (see [6, 11.2.7] ).
